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Preface  

These Proceedings represent the work of contributors to the 10th European Conference on e-Learning, 
ECEL 2011, hosted this year by Brighton Business School, University of Brighton, UK. The Conference Chair 
is Sue Greener, and the Programme Chair is Asher Rospigliosi, both from Brighton Business School, UK. 

The conference will open with a keynote address by Don Clark, former CEO of EPIC software and winner of 
the ‘Outstanding Achievement in e-learning Award’. Expect to be enlivened by his challenge: “Don't lecture 
me!, ..and why technology is only scalable solution”. Also on the first day we have Anne Boddington from the 
University of Brighton speaking on the topic of “Designing Education and Reshaping Learning”. The second 
day will be opened by Professor Gráinne Conole, Director of the Beyond Distance Research Alliance at the 
University of Leicester in the UK with a talk entitled “Trajectories of learning - new approaches and 
directions".  

With an initial submission of 239 abstracts, after the double blind, peer review process there are 108 
academic papers, 7 Phd Papers, 3 Work in Progress papers and 3 non academic papers in these 
Conference Proceedings. These papers reflect the truly global nature of research in the area with 
contributions from Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France, 
Germany, Greece, India, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Lithuania, Malaysia, Nigeria, North 
Cyprus, Norway, Pakistan, Portugal, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovakia, South Africa, Spain, 
Sweden, Taiwan, The Netherlands, Turkey, United Kingdom and the United States.  

A selection of papers – those agreed by a panel of reviewers and the editor will be published in a special 
conference edition of the EJEL (Electronic Journal of e-Learning www.ejel.org ).   

We know you will enjoy and be stimulated by this conference. We hope you will also revel in the uniqueness 
of  Brighton. 

Sue Greener and Asher Rospigliosi 

November 2011 

 
 

http://www.ejel.org/�
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Dr Amanda Jefferies is a R eader in T echnology Enhanced 
Learning at the University of Hertfordshire. She is passionate about 
promoting a  pos itive l earning ex perience f or s tudents i n H E t hrough c areful c hoice of 
technologies, t o en hance t heir e ngagement with studies. S he is well-known f or 
innovative r esearch i nto u nderstanding t he s tudent experience t hrough us ing student 
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Dr Eugenijus Kurilovas is a Research Scientist in Vilnius University Institute of 
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Education, specialization in Education Computer Sciences (Grad Student). Research interests in Technology 
Enhanced Learning Environments. Geography teacher and Teacher Trainer in the areas of ICT and 
Geography.  
 
Rachel Fitzgerald, MSc is a Senior Lecturer (Information Science) at Northampton Business School, 
University of Northampton and a PhD student at the University of Lancaster.  A former learning technologist, 
she ho lds C MALT c ertification an d a T eaching F ellowship Award f rom t he University of  N orthampton. 
Current research interests include Networked Learning and Distance Education Innovation. 
 
Michael Flavin is a  r esearch s tudent at  t he O pen University’s Institute f or E ducational T echnology. H e 
previously gained a  P hD in n ineteenth-century literature ( Kent, 19 99). H e has t aught at King’s C ollege 
London an d t he O pen U niversity, an d i s c urrently Head of  Lear ning a nd T eaching at  t he I FS S chool of  
Finance, a degree-awarding business school in London. 
 
Gabriele Frankl is head of the eLearning Service department at the Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt since 
2008. Her main research interests are eLearning and Blended Learning, Knowledge Management and win-
win constellations as well as self-organisation processes. She has successfully implemented eLearning and 
Knowledge Management systems in the production industry. 
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Manuel Frutos-Perez is t he Lea der of  t he E -learning D evelopment U nit at  t he U niversity of  t he West o f 
England, Bristol, U K. H e has worked f or s everal un iversities i n t he U K, S pain and  Austria. H e h as a lso 
written and contributed to numerous textbooks and e-learning interactive materials. 
 
Elaine Garcia is u ndertaking a  par t time PhD at t he University of P lymouth f ocusing o n t he use of  bl ogs 
within education. This is alongside employment as Head of Operations and Resources at Plymouth College 
of A rt.  Research i nterests i nclude: S ocial N etworking S ites, Social M edia, Blogs, Social L earning a nd 
Knowledge Management. 
 
Danny Glick is an i nternational e -learning c onsultant and an ex pert i n t he i mplementation of  l arge-scale 
computer-based solutions. He has worked as a consultant for both public and private organizations. Glick is 
a r esearch f ellow at t he Center f or F uturism i n E ducation at  B en-Gurion U niversity, where he c onducts 
research on mindful learning processes in Web-based learning environments.  
 
Andrea Gorra is a Senior Lecturer in the Business School at Leeds Metropolitan University (UK). Prior to 
this she has worked as a researcher in the area of learning technologies.  Further research interests include 
grounded theory methodology, and the use of social software and mobile learning devices for assessment, 
learning and teaching. 
 
Rose Heaney is a learning technology advisor and Teaching Fellow at  the University of East London with 
responsibility for facilitating the use of learning technologies in the schools of Health, Sport & Bioscience and 
Psychology. O ne of  her  r esearch interests i s t he us e of  S econd L ife® i n c linical ed ucation as  well as f or 
more general purposes.  
 
Carolina Hintzmann has a Degree in Economics from the Universitat de Barcelona, Spain.  She is a teacher 
in the Economics and Business Sciences Department, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC), Barcelona, 
Spain 
 
Karen Hughes Miller, PhD, i s Director f or G raduate Medical Education ( GME) C urriculum D esign, 
Evaluation and Research, University of Louisville School of Medicine.  Her work in adult education includes 
teacher education, military education, and currently medical education. She is interested in curriculum design 
and analysis and education research, and enjoys the challenges of teaching advanced content to very bright 
adult learners.  
 
Anne Jelfs is Ma nager of  the Le arning an d T eaching D evelopment t eam o f t he I nstitute of  E ducational 
Technology at the Open University. She manages a team that conducts evaluations of OU materials 
including usability t esting. S he also leads o n a university-wide initiative t o em bed accessibility within t he 
university's production and delivery systems. 
 
John Jessel is hea d of  t he P hD P rogramme i n t he D epartment of  E ducational Studies at  G oldsmiths, 
University of  Londo n. H is r esearch ac tivities f ocus on t he s ocial an d c ognitive pr ocesses t hat und erlie 
learning and de velopment bot h i nside and ou tside t he s chool s etting an d w ithin t he c ontext of  t he us e o f 
digital technologies.  
 
Aidan Johnston, BSc. (Hons), PGDip, AHEA, is a Blended Learning Advisor with many years’ experience 
designing and embedding video and audio resources to enhance the teaching and learning experience of the 
learner.  He h as c ollaborated on projects i nvolving t he J ISC, BBC I nformation &  Archives, T he National 
Science Foundation, The Higher Education Academy and REAP. 

Rosario Kane-Iturrioz is a S enior L ecturer i n S panish at  C oventry U niversity and a lso a m ember o f t he 
Chartered I nstitute of  Li nguists and  t he Higher Education A cademy ( UK). H er research i nterests ar e t he 
integration of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) into language learning and assessment and 
the use of VLEs as an effective learning tool. 
 
Jana Kapounova is an as sociate professor at  the Department of  ICT, University of  Ostrava in t he Czech 
Republic. She teaches subjects as  Educational Technology, ICT in Education, eLearning. She guarantees 
studies of I CT i n Education i n b achelor, m aster and P h.D. d egrees. H er r esearch f ield i s eLearning and 
evaluation of its quality. 
 
Shakeel Khoja is a C ommonwealth A cademic F ellow.  H e r eceived h is P h.D. f rom t he U niversity of 
Southampton, U K, i n 20 01, and is w orking as  a P rofessor at  I BA, K arachi.  Shakeel’s r esearch i nterests 
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include Learning Technologies, Web Technologies, and Internet programming.  He has a professional career 
of over 15 years and has fifty research publications to his credit. 

Kaido Kikkas is an A ssociate P rofessor at  E stonian I nformation T echnology College and a n A ssociate 
Professor of  Social a nd F ree Software at  T allinn U niversity. H is m ain f ocus o f research and t eaching has  
been a wide range of ethical and social issues of IT (information society, licensing, hacker culture etc).  
 
John Kleeman is the Founder and Chairman of Questionmark. John wrote t he first version of the 
Questionmark as sessment s oftware s ystem and founded Q uestionmark i n 1988 t o m arket, dev elop an d 
support it. John has been heavily involved in assessment software development for over 20 years and has 
also participated in several standards initiatives including IMS QTI. 
 
John Knight started his career teaching EAP at universities in Turkey and Qatar, but developed an interest 
in c omputers and e ducation i n t he l ate 90s an d has  worked i n t he f ield e ver s ince. H e n ow works i n t he 
Learning Development Unit, Bucks New University, where he has a particular interest in technology-
enhanced learning and teaching. 
 
Katerina Kostolanyova has worked in the Faculty of Education, Institute of Information and Communication 
Technologies i n O strava since 19 99. S he s pecializes i n eLearning t echnology. H er f urther pr ofessional 
growth focuses on students’ learning styles in the e-Learning environment. She is an author and co-author of 
almost thirty professional articles and ten e-contents. 
 
Vivek Kumar is an Associate Professor in the School of Computing and Information Systems at Athabasca 
University r esearching i n on line learning t echnologies. Vivek's r esearch c entres ar ound T echnology-
Enhanced T eaching, L earning, an d R esearch that extends t o m ixed-initiative hu man-computer i nteraction, 
causal modelling, model tracing, automated instructional design, lifelong learning, cognitive modelling of self-
regulated and co-regulated learning, semantics of online learning interactions, and competency modelling in 
portfolios. 
 
Eugenijus Kurilovas is Research Scientist in Vilnius University Institute of Mathematics and Informatics and 
Associate Professor in Vilnius Gediminas Technical University. He is a member of 12 scientific committees, 
has pub lished m ore t han 50 s cientific paper s, and p articipated i n m ore t han 10 E U-funded pr ojects.  H is 
papers for ECEL 2008, 2009 and 2010 were published in Electronic Journal of e-Learning. 
 
Linda Leake, M. Ed., serves as a computer specialist, University of Louisville Blackboard technical 
support/trainer an d instructional designer f or t he D elphi C enter f or T eaching a nd L earning. She r eceived 
both her Bachelor of  S cience i n B usiness Administration d egree i n 19 94 and her Mas ter of  E ducation in 
Instructional Technology in 2003 from the University of Louisville.  
 
Jake Leith leads a B usiness and P rofessional P ractice i n F ashion &  T extiles and D esign & C raft at  t he 
University of Brighton, and has  over 20  years’ experience in successfully running h is own design practice 
and 13 years as  a t eacher-practitioner.   Le ith i s currently President Elect of t he C hartered Society of 
Designers. 
 
Birgy Lorenz is a n e Safety trainer i n Estonia. Her ac tivities include being p art of  de veloping N ational 
Curricula I CT s yllabus, w riting ar ticles a bout e -safety, pr oject management i n T urvaLan pr oject what has  
recently been awarded by: Microsoft (2009): Innovative Teacher Award and European Schoolnet (2010): 1st 
eLearning Award, in ‘Internet Safety’ category.  
 
Beulah Maas is a lecturer in social and health care leadership and management in the Faculty of Health and 
Life Sciences at Coventry University. She is an occupational psychologist and her key areas of teaching and 
research are developing and managing people and social entrepreneurship. 
 
Linda Martin is a s enior lecturer a nd qualified s ocial worker w orking i n t he Faculty of  H ealth an d L ife 
Sciences at  C oventry U niversity. S he t eaches l eadership an d m anagement i n hea lth an d s ocial c are, 
including programmes which are entirely on l ine and has a particular interest in developing approaches to 
student engagement. 
 
Marie Martin is an education consultant in Northern Ireland specialising in e-learning, and is adjunct faculty 
of Duquesne U niversity, P ittsburgh, USA, w here she ear ned her doc torate i n ed ucation i n 2007. S he has 
presented i nternationally and a uthored s everal p ublications on as pects of  e -learning. I n 2 010 s he was 
Rooney International Visiting Scholar in Robert Morris University, Pittsburgh.  
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David Mathew works at the Centre for Learning Excellence at the University of Bedfordshire. In addition to 
his work as a Learning Technologist, working cross-faculty on online learning programmes, he co-edits The 
Journal of Pedagogic Development and teaches writing/publishing. He is also interested in psychoanalysis 
and creative writing, and published a novel in 2011. 
 
Peps Mccrea is a Senior Lecturer in Initial Teacher Education at the University of Brighton. He is interested 
in pedagogy and the role of the teacher in our increasingly digital age. 
 
Peter Mikulecky is a professor of Managerial Informatics at the Faculty of Informatics and Management at 
the University of Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic, since 1993. He has been the head of the Department of 
Information Technologies since 1994; recently he acts also as Director for Research and Director of 
Postgraduate Studies.  
 
Jonathan Moizer is a lecturer in business operations and strategy. His research interests include the use of 
computerised simulation f or bot h d ecision-making a nd learning. H e h as par ticular interest in t he use of 
system dynamics modeling as a simulation approach.  In recent years Jonathan has organized three national 
workshops on using simulation games in teaching and learning for the Higher Education Academy. 
 
Kate Mottram works at  C oventry University as a Graduate T eaching A ssistant. H er r esearch interests 
include general management and the theories surrounding quality in business organisational settings along 
with management in engineering.  
 
Peter Mozelius is working as a researcher and IT-Pedagogue at the Department of Computer and Systems 
Sciences, Stockholm U niversity, Sweden. His r esearch i nterests ar e i n t he f ields of  I CT4D, e -learning, 
software engineering and software visualization. During the last six years he has been working in aid projects 
in developing countries in southern Asia.  
 
Antoinette Muntjewerff is an Assistant Professor in General Legal Theory at the University of Amsterdam. 
Studied E ducational S cience and L aw. PhD r esearch i nvolved t heoretical an d em pirical s tudies i nto l egal 
case solving and evaluation of  an i nstructional environment f or learning to solve legal cases PROSA. Her 
research is on modelling legal knowledge and legal reasoning for developing electronic materials for learning 
the law. 
 
Phelim Murnion is a S enior Lec turer i n I nformation Systems i n t he S chool of  B usiness at  G alway-Mayo 
Institute of Technology; lecturing on business information systems, data warehousing, and knowledge 
management.  H is research i nterests i nclude D ata Warehousing, B usiness I ntelligence a nd E ducational 
Technology. Phelim is a member of the Business Informatics (research) Group at Dublin City University. 
 
Chrissi Nerantzi is an Academic Developer at the University of Salford. She is involved in the development 
and delivery of the Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice (PGCAP) and CPD across the university. 
Chrissi’s current professional interests are social media for learning, creative teaching and learning in HE, 
online Problem-Based Learning, Open Educational Practice and mobile learning. 
 
Michaela Noakes is a Doctoral candidate and Research Assistant in Instructional Technology in the School 
of Education at Duquesne University. She received her MS-ISM, MBA and M. A. from Duquesne.  She also 
is an Adjunct Faculty member at Duquesne University, Point Park University and Butler County Community 
College. She was recently inducted into Pi Lambda Theta, the International Honor Society for Educators. 
 
Abel Nyamapfene received hi s Ph.D. i n C omputing f rom the University of Surrey, G uildford, U K in 2 006, 
and his MSc. in Communication Engineering and B.Sc. (Hon) in Electrical Engineering from the University of 
Zimbabwe in 1990 and 1997 respectively. He is currently the Assistant Director for Education (Engineering) 
at the University of Exeter, UK.   
 
Maruff Akinwale Oladejo is a  f aculty in the D epartment of  E ducational F oundations, F ederal C ollege of 
Education ( Special), O yo State, N igeria.  H e is a m ember of  t he E ditorial Advisory Board, J ournalsBank 
Publishing Inc. (UK, Pakistan, India and West Africa).   
 
Fatemeh Orooji is a Ph.D. Candidate i n t he D epartment of  Computer Engineering, Software Engineering 
group, at the University of Tehran, Iran. She is interested in web- based educational systems (WBES) and 
technology-enhanced learning. Her r esearch ac tivities f ocuses on C ollaborative and N etworked Le arning, 
Educational Data Mining, Adaptive and Personalized Learning. 
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Kanari Paraskevi is a five year experienced school teacher of French Language in Greece with a master’s 
degree i n F rench L iterature and is a PhD s tudent i n t he s ame f ield. S he h as carried ou t s everal c ultural 
programs pr omoting educ ation t hrough ar t and t heatrical r esearch. S he s peaks four l anguages an d has  
published various articles concerning French Literature. 
 
Lyn Pemberton is R eader i n H uman C omputer I nteraction at  t he University of B righton. Lyn h as be en 
involved in numerous learning technology projects, mostly concerned with aspects of communication, writing 
and language learning.  Her most recent projects have involved interactive television for learning, augmented 
reality and in particular mobile language learning.  
 
Katie Piatt has been working in the field of Learning Technologies for 10 years, with experience in 
development, i mplementation a nd e valuation.  Her r esearch f ocuses on m ethods of  s tudent e ngagement.  
Current projects i nclude investigating t he integration of s ocial m edia w ith t raditional en vironments and t he 
introduction of game-based learning principles as part of the ALT special interest group. 
 
Andy Pulman works for the S chool of  Health and S ocial C are (HSC) at  B ournemouth University, w here 
he manages and creates web resources and e-learning initiatives.  He began studying for a part-time PhD in 
2008, concerning the role of Web 2.0 and Mobile technology to support people living with chronic illness and 
enhance quality of life. 
 
Thomas Putz is r esponsible f or t he i nitiation, t he appl ication and t he c oordination of  nat ional a nd 
international projects and acts as the contact point with funding organizations in the evolaris. He has been 
involved as coordinator and as specialist in eLearning and mLearning in many projects funded under Adapt, 
Grundtvig, Socrates, FP6, eContent+ and the LLP. 
 
Ricardo Queirós is an assistant professor at ESEIG/IPP which is responsible for Programming Languages 
courses. He is a Ph.D. student in the Faculty of Sciences of the University of Porto. His scientific activity is 
mostly related with e-Learning standards and Interoperability.  He is member of CRACS/ INESC-Porto and a 
founding member of KMILT research group. 
 
Zahra Rahimi is a Master of Science Student in the Philosophy of Science group, at Amir Kabir University of 
Technology. She received a Bachelor degree in Computer Engineering- Software, from University of Tehran. 
She is interested in interdisciplinary topics, subjects such as use of software in education and philosophy of 
intellectual intelligence. 
 
Yambu Andrik Rampun recently c ompleted hi s M.Sc S oftware Engineering (Department of  C omputer 
Science) at t he U niversity of H ertfordshire. H e previously r eceived his D iploma i n C omputer S cience an d 
B.Sc ( Hons) degr ee Software E ngineering f rom U niversity T echnology Mara ( Department of  C omputer 
Science a nd M athematics). H e i s i nterested i n de signing, d evelopment and  ev aluation of  e-learning 
applications as well as human computer interactions.  
 
Fauziah Redzuan is a junior lecturer at the University of Technology MARA, Malaysia.  She holds a Master 
of S cience i n I nformation Technology f rom t he U niversity of S cience M alaysia i n the ar ea of  m ultimedia 
learning.  Currently she is pursuing her study in the area of emotion and online learning using the  Kansei 
Engineering technique. 
 
Bart Rienties is lecturer at the Centre for Educational and Academic Development at University of Surrey. 
His primary research interests are focussed on computer-supported collaborative learning and the role of the 
teacher to design effective blended and online learning courses. 
 
Manuel Rodrigues teaches Computer Science at Secondary School Martins Sarmento, Portugal, where he 
is responsible for the IT infrastructure of the school.  He has a Computer Science degree and an MsC, both 
from Minho University, Portugal.  Currently he’s a  PhD Student a t Vigo University, Spain, and working on  
recommendation and personalization systems for E-learning platforms such as Moodle. 
 
Andrée Roy is an engineer and professor of Management Information Systems at the Université de 
Moncton. Ms Roy is also an e-learning consultant and the owner of a business specialising in the field of e-
learning c alled Web Training S olutions.  P reviously, Ms R oy worked as  an i ndustrial e ngineer and i n t he 
information technology and economic development sectors.  
 
Zuzana Šaffková is a senior lecturer at the Department of English, Technical University of Liberec, Czech 
Republic, w here s he s pecializes i n t he t eaching o f ac ademic r eading a nd writing t o t eacher t rainees. 
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Research i nterests i nclude t he investigation of  t he ef fectiveness of  e-learning i n developing s tudent 
academic capability, especially critical reading competence.   
 
Ahmed Salem is an Assistant Professor at the faculty of Engineering, King Abdul Aziz University at KAU. He 
graduated f rom C MU, P A, U SA and he i s i nterested i n Active Learning, E -Learning a nd Excellence i n 
engineering teaching. H is contributions i nclude a Design H elping Mechanism for Active Le arning Courses 
that aid in designing learning experiences. 
 
Rowena Santiago is a tenured professor (emeritus) in Instructional Technology and founding/former director 
of t he T eaching R esource C enter, C alifornia State University, San B ernardino.  Her r esearch ac tivities 
include l earner c haracteristics i n e -learning ( US a nd J apan), t he us e of  f aculty learning c ommunities f or 
faculty development, and the use of student response systems for active learning. 
 
Vitor Santos is an invited Professor at  T rás os Montes e  Alto Douro University (UTAD), Minho University 
(UM) and  Lusofona University (ULHT), teaching  Information Systems, Compilers,  and Artificial Intelligence  
courses i n C omputer Science a nd Informatics E ngineering D egrees. Before t hat, he  was the M icrosoft 
Portugal Academic Computer Science Program Manager for 8 years.  
 
Marie Sams has worked in higher education and the NHS in a number of roles over the past fifteen years. 
This has included areas predominantly in marketing management and project management.  Her research 
interests are in team creativity and peer learning.  
 
Maggi Savin-Baden is Professor of Higher Education Research at Coventry University, UK, and is director 
of the Learning Innovation Research Group. She has been researching learning for over 20 years and has 
just completed her 11th book. In her spare time she runs and tries out extreme sports 
 
Adriana Schiopoiu Burlea is Professor P hD at the U niversity of Craiova and  visiting professor at 
universities in France and Poland. She is Romanian ambassador for AGRH. She has written more than 20 
books and 130 articles i n t he f ield of  Man agement. S he is a m ember of  t he edi torial b oards of  m any 
prestigious journals and conferences. 
 
Fabio Serenelli is about to conclude the PhD course in "Information Communication Technology applied to 
knowledge s ociety and l earning pr ocesses" at t he Milano B icocca U niversity where h e c ollaborates as  e -
Learning Manager a nd I nstructional D esigner at  t he CPM ( Multimedia P roduction C enter). H e ad opts an  
interdisciplinary approach and his r esearch interests ar e r elated t o i nstructional f ormats for multimedia 
learning, i nfographics and  U ser E xperience D esign, O ne t o O ne C omputing, P LE - Personal Le arning 
Environment. 
 
Angela Shapiro MSc, D ip A d E d, TQFE has  b een a Lec turer at  G lasgow C aledonian University f or t en 
years. She teaches across all academic schools applying an advanced academic literacies (AAL) approach. 
This i ncludes workshops ac ross t he u niversity within t he c ontext of  p articular pr ogrammes, as  w ell as  
distance and blended learning support to students.  
 
Cees Smit Sibinga is professor of International Development of Transfusion Medicine, University of 
Groningen. He founded the Academic Institute for International Development of Transfusion Medicine 
(IDTM), focusing on higher education in developing countries. Objective - to support leadership development. 
The f irst pos t-graduate c ourse de signed a nd i mplemented i s a  Masters i n M anagement of  Transfusion 
Medicine (MMTM).   
 
Dina Soeiro. Besides being a trainer of college teachers on E-learning, Dina supports and studies the use of 
Moodle at t he C ollege of  E ducation of  t he Polytechnic I nstitute of  C oimbra where s he t eaches. She is 
finalizing her PhD on ICT in Education at the University of Coimbra and she is a researcher at the CISUC. 
 
Mekala Soosay is a university teaching fellow and Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) team member with 
a pas sion f or pr eparing an d di sseminating c reative methods for as sessment, l earning an d t eaching.  She 
also trains colleagues in applying TEL for their teaching practice.  She has worked on a number of JISC and 
EU-funded projects, the current ones being PC3 and EuroPlot.  
 
Sonia Sousa holds a PhD i n E ducation f rom S heffield H allam U niversity, U K and  a n h onors d egree in 
Communication Engineering from Universidade Fernando Pessoa, Portugal. She is currently researching the 
influence of  t rust in online communities.  R &D work includes Michigan State University's MIND Lab, USA, 
Universidade F ernando Pessoa Mu ltimedia Research C enter, Portugal, as  well as C ape Verde and 
Mozambique. 
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Iain Stewart has worked at Glasgow Caledonian University for more years than he cares to remember. He is 
primarily interested in the ways technology can be used to improve the learning experience of students. His 
other ac tivities i nclude working t o i mprove F E t o H E ar ticulation a nd c ritical testing of  t he el asticity of 
deadlines. 
 
Caroline Stockman works at  t he C atholic U niversity of  Leuv en as  a l ecturing assistant f or t he c ourse of  
'Online Publishing', a key subject within the Master's degree of Cultural Studies. Her time is divided between 
Belgium and t he U K, where s he t rains t eaching s taff i n secondary and hi gher educ ation i n t he us e of 
educational technology. 
 
Amanda Sykes (PhD, D ipAcPrac, F HEA) works w ith s tudents of S cience, Engineering an d Veterinary 
Medicine at  T he U niversity of G lasgow t o enhance t heir l earning. S he i s par ticularly interested in us ing 
emerging technologies to shift the focus from didactic lecturing towards scholarship that enables students to 
understand their own learning process as well as academic content. 
 
Fattaneh Taghiyareh is an A ssistant Professor of  C omputer E ngineering- Software &  I nformation 
Technology, at t he U niversity of T ehran, w here s he has  s erved s ince 2 001. S he r eceived a Ph.D. i n 
Computer E ngineering f rom t he Tokyo I nstitute of  T echnology in 2 000. H er r esearch i nterests i nclude 
Human-Centered Computing applied to Learning Management Systems and based on Multi-Agent Systems.  
 
Nicolet Theunissen is senior research scientist ‘Training Innovations’ at TNO, The Netherlands. Her 
research is dedicated to the development and testing of training solutions for professionals. These learning 
solutions imply both innovative learning technology and didactics for adult learning. Formerly, she worked at 
Utrecht University, Leiden University and at the Netherlands Institute of Health Services Research. 

Vladimir Tomberg works as  a r esearcher i n t he C entre f or E ducational T echnology, T allinn U niversity, 
Estonia. H is m ain r esearch t opics ar e i nteroperability of onl ine assessment t ools an d c ourse c oordination 
within blog-based Personal Learning Environments. He has stayed recently as a visiting researcher in Simon 
Fraser University at Vancouver, Canada and in RWTH at Aachen, Germany.  
 
Panos Vlachopoulos is Lecturer in the Centre for Learning Innovation and Professional Practice at Aston 
University. He leads the Postgraduate Certificate in Professional Practice in Higher Education and advises 
Aston U niversity s taff on t he d evelopment of  f ully online distance l earning p rogrammes. H is r esearch 
interests include the online facilitation of student-centred learning and reflective practice. 
 
Chien-hwa Wang is a professor in the Department of Graphic Arts and Communications at National Taiwan 
Normal University. H is recent research emphasis is Web 2.0 applications in Education. He also directed a 
government supported d igital archiving project to preserve Taiwanese puppetry master Tien-lu Li’s historic 
works and collections . 
 
Cristina Wanzeller is professor at the Informatics Department, Technology and Management School, Viseu 
Polytechnic I nstitute ( IPV), P ortugal. Her t eaching ac tivities f ocus on I nformation S ystems and D atabases 
areas. She is a member of  the IPV’s research centre CI&DETS. Her main scientific areas of  research are 
Web Usage Mining, Case-Based Reasoning, e-Learning and Information Systems.  
 
Julie Watson is Principal T eaching F ellow in eLearning in Modern L anguages at the University of 
Southampton. She manages  eLanguages   which produces  and licenses the EAP and Study Skills Toolkits.  
She a lso l ed t he de velopment o f t he P repare f or S uccess w ebsite, w orks on pr ojects i nvolving em ergent 
technologies, and  develops online courses and resources. 
 
Phil Watten is from the University of Sussex, has been researching and developing learning-based 
technology and pr oduction m ethods s ince 2 005. U sing t he Sussex-based Me dia Technology L ab, he h as 
produced studio-based and portable production systems and is now working on fully automated approaches.  
 
Katherine Wimpenny, PhD, MSc, DipCOT, Cert Ed, is a Research Fellow at Coventry University within the 
Learning Innovation  Research Group. She is involved in researching the impact of virtual worlds on teaching 
and learning. She has recently gained funding to conduct two qualitative research syntheses, enjoys 
supervising PhD students and  professional background is occupational therapy.  
 
Koos Winnips is advisor in ICT and E ducation, with a particular interest in d igital pedagogies: sorting out 
learning arrangements with the help of the electronic learning environment.  He has worked at the University 
of Twente in the Netherlands and Glasgow Caledonian University as researcher, lecturer and advisor of ICT 
in Education. 
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Abstract: The thematic of Digital Educational Resources (DER) and digital educational repositories at primary 
and secondary education levels is of growing centrality in the educational themes in the international debate. In 
order to make it easier for teachers and students to find the best and relevant learning resources and to 
encourage teachers’ uptake of innovative materials and learning styles, authorities and/or companies in 
European countries have launched web based educational repositories. Following this trend, about two years 
ago, three major institutions in Portugal have launched their repositories: Portal das Escolas (ME), Casa das 
Ciências (FCG) and BOA (INESC-ID). After examining the state of the art of educational repositories in Europe, it 
was found that those three Portuguese repositories are not mentioned in recent European reports and so the 
study here presented seemed to be very relevant. This work aims to develop a descriptive and comparative 
study, in order to characterize the reality of the Portuguese repositories and compare it with European examples 
of good practices. To guide this investigation, the following question was theorized: “How are the Portuguese 
institutional repositories, for primary and secondary education levels, positioned in what concerns international 
quality criteria?” Our methodology design is a qualitative one and of type i) descriptive, as it is intended to 
characterize the main Portuguese institutional DER repositories for primary and secondary school education, 
aiming to assess the key dimensions that affect their quality and ii) comparative since it has in view comparing 
those repositories with reference European ones. In this sense, Lektion in Sweden and Scoilnet, Portal for Irish 
Education in Ireland are considered. The study was undertaken from the view of the DER producers and users. 
As a tool for data collection it was used a framework of analysis built on the Guía para la Evaluación de 
Repositorios Institucionales e Investigación (GERII), a joint publication of the Spanish Ministry of Science and 
Innovation and other organizations in the fields of Education, Science and Technology (Villar et al, 2010). The 
GERII guide includes a set of guidelines for the creation and evaluation of a repository, bringing together a 
battery of 31 evaluation criteria, distributed over seven dimensions that any repository must accomplish to meet 
quality and therefore was considered an excellent basis for our analysis. Comparing the three Portuguese 
repositories, target of this study, with two reference European repositories in order to contextualize the national 
reality in the international arena will stand for the Portuguese institutions that hold the repositories as an 
opportunity for improvement. Thus, Portuguese teachers will have an increased chance to access an eclectic 
collection of quality resources, in order to diversify their teaching strategies. 
 
Keywords: comparative study; digital educational resources; evaluation; quality; repositories 

1. Introduction 

The 2010 edition of the Horizon Report (Johnson et al., 2010) refers to the Open Content as an 
emerging trend. In fact, we are witnessing a growing volume of digital content from different sources 
(OECD, 2007) in the education field. It is shared in the cloud DER which: i) contain inherently 
educational purposes; ii) are framed on the needs of education systems, iii) have identity and 
autonomy in relation to other objects and iv) meet the defined quality standards (Ramos et al., 2010). 
This environment of sharing and reuse makes the access, by teachers, to a wide range of resources 
easier, increasing the exploitation of more diversified contents (OECD, 2007), which is considered as 
an important condition for the improvement of quality in education.  
 
In this study we aimed to develop a descriptive and comparative study in order to characterize the 
reality of three Portuguese repositories and compare it with European examples of good practices in 
order to evaluate how Portuguese institutional repositories stand in the international arena. To 
achieve that we established the following research question: “How are the Portuguese institutional 
repositories, for primary and secondary education levels, positioned in what concerns international 
quality criteria?” 
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After examining the state of the art of educational repositories in Europe (EdReNe 2009, Poulsen, 
2008; Dumitru et al, 2009), we verified that the variety in DER repositories in Europe is huge and the 
approaches taken by the various countries (22, altogether) differ. However, all countries and 
developers share the objective of making resources available and visible to the users and face the 
same challenges of reaching many users, managing rights and adapting standards (EdReNe, 2009: 
4). The same state of the art showed us that three major Portuguese repositories: Portal das Escolas 
(Schools Portal – ME), Casa das Ciências (House of Sciences – FCG) and BOA (Learning Objects 
Exchange – INESC-ID), were not mentioned in recent European reports although the 2

nd
 Strategic 

Seminar of EdReNe took place in Lisbon on June 9
th
 – 11

th
, 2008 [exception for Portal das Escolas 

once, under the Portuguese Technological Plan for Education (PTE) and its three axes, “(…) the 
content area will be supported by a Schools Portal to be used by teachers and students in schools all 
over the country (…)” (EdReNe 2009: 68)]. We considered these to be the main Portuguese 
repositories for the following reasons: 1

st
 – a varied typology of resources; 2

nd
 - curriculum areas 

covered; 3
rd

 - number of publications; 4
th
 - number of downloads made; 5

th
 - number of visits. 

 
Lektion, a web community for teachers, created in 2002, was chosen because it is Sweden’s largest 
teachers’ site, a so called “(…) meeting place for teachers and all who work in Swedish schools (…)” 
(Lektion.se, 2011). Scoilnet is the department of Education and Skills official portal for Irish education 
(Scoilnet.ie, 2011) and was selected because it is an institutional repository whose resources are 
constantly being reviewed by a team of over 30 curriculum experts. Besides, it allows the users to 
meet the repository at their local school web portal. Both Lektion and Scoilnet were still selected 
because i) their url was available; ii) their diversity of resources and iii) they were launched well before 
the Portuguese ones.  
 
The relevance of this study is also justified by the fact that the results could prove to be inputs to the 
three institutions holding the Portuguese repositories analyzed, with the goal to continue acting 
towards the improvement of their quality. 

2. Repositories drivers and barriers 

The repositories are online systems intended to archive, preserve, make available and disseminate 
the intellectual output of a community, available in a digital space where data and information are 
stored and updated (Ramos, 2010; Poulsen et al., 2008 ) or "digital store boxes that host collections 
of digital resources in a learning object format: i. e. resources that are designed to be integrated, 
aggregated and sequential in an efficient way to produce “units of learning” that are meaningful to 
learners” (Margaryan, 2007: 3). 

2.1 Drivers 

As there are several potentialities in a repository, we have decided to stress some of those 
established by the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD, 2007): 

̇ To facilitate the change of teaching practices; 

̇ To stimulate more interactive and constructivist teaching practices; 

̇ To promote the use of DER as a complement or substitute of teaching in the classroom; 

̇ To make collaborative approaches in teaching easier and faster (OECD, 2007; GEPE, 2009); 

̇ To induce and streamline the production and usage of tools, content, resources and information 
on digital support; 

̇ To minimize the digital divide, allowing remote access at low cost to content, modules and 
courses; 

̇ To enhance the inclusion in teaching and learning of people with special needs; 

̇ To develop and strengthen a culture of lifelong learning 

2.2 Barriers 

Studies identify several barriers that limit the access and use of repositories (Collis, 1995; Davis et al., 
2010; OECD, 2007, Pawlowski and Zimmermann, 2007), such as: 

̇ Technical: lack of broadband availability; 
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̇ Economic: lack of resources to invest in hardware and software required to develop and share 
DER;  

̇ Social: lack of skills to use technical inventions; communication style; 

̇ Cultural: resistance to share or use the resources produced by other teachers or other institutions, 
cultural perceptions of the teacher and student’s roles; 

̇ Political; 

̇ Legal: intellectual property and copyrights. 

3. Digital Educational Resources repositories 

The objects of this study are the three most visible institutional repositories of DER in Portugal, in 
primary and secondary education: Portal das Escolas, Casa das Ciências and BOA, which are 
compared with the Swedish Lektion and the Irish Scoilnet. The three countries – Ireland, Portugal and 
Sweden – are members of EdReNe thematic network (edrene.org, 2011) which was established in 
2007 with support from the European Union's eContemplus programme (ec.europa.eu, 2011). The 
overall goal of EdReNe "is to improve the provision of and access to learning resources" (Poulsen and 
Lund, 2009: 86). 

3.1 Portugal 

3.1.1 Portal das Escolas 

The Portal das Escolas, launched on the 22
nd

 June 2009 and addressed to the educational 
community (teachers, students, parents and non-teaching), intends to establish itself as the 
institutional platform par excellence in the educational community, through which the Portuguese 
teachers can produce and access, anytime and anywhere, a wide range of online services that add 
value to the teaching and learning process. This repository provides "material and reliable 
information", adopting the ME mechanisms for validation of educational resources (ME, 2010). 

3.1.2 Casa das Ciências 

The Casa das Ciências project was created by the Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian (FCG), a 
Portuguese private institution of public utility whose statutory aims are Art, Charity, Science and 
Education. 
 
It stands as "an integrator and amplifier vehicle of current efforts in using Information Technology in 
teaching and learning, made by many different agents and whose results are scattered” (FCG, 2010), 
establishing itself as a subject repository. This repository "aims to give visibility and usefulness to the 
efforts of many teachers, recognizing the merit they actually have and becoming a website of 
reference for all Portuguese Science teachers" (FCG, 2010). All the materials submitted are assessed 
by referees from a scientific and educational point of view, in an approach to peer-review. This quality 
control of the submitted materials complies with a set of rules stated in a regulation, which considers 
the awarding of prizes to the DER considered of higher quality, as a way to encourage the 
submission. 

3.1.3 BOA 

The BOA/VemAprender (INESC-ID, 2010) project is a research initiative sponsored by the Information 
Systems Group of INESC-ID at Lisbon with the aim of designing, developing and evaluating the 
implementation of collaborative platforms within teaching and learning contexts. Its main purpose is 
the creation of a web platform to which the educational community of various levels of education can 
access. This way it aims to enable everybody to participate collaboratively in building a repository of 
learning objects, with a significant set of associated information. This initiative intends to foster the 
creation of a community of practice that is a facilitator and an enhancer of quality in the teaching 
profession. In this repository, when submitting a DER, the author gives a certain value – credits – to 
its object. The value initially given is regularly updated according to the number of downloads made, 
this being the mechanism that allows the evaluation of the object submitted. 
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3.2 Sweden 

3.2.1 Lektion 

Lektion, the largest Swedish teacher site, created in 2002, is a repository owned and developed by a 
web company named Lektion Sweden AB. This company, located at Helsingborg, took the initiative of 
starting the Lektion.se site to connect Swedish teachers in an internet community. Lektion.se is an 
idea with suggestions for lessons by teachers, for teachers and the lesson database is referred to be 
gigantic, containing thousands of tips and ideas for teaching. This concept of community is favoured 
by the fact that the teachers can share ideas about the DER through a forum. There is a Vendor 
Archive where teachers can find everything to do relating school and even find a job in the Jobs 
Archive. 

3.3 Ireland 

3.3.1 Scoilnet 

Scoilnet is the official education portal of the department of Institutional Education and Science in 
Ireland. This repository is responsible for the promotion and use of the internet in education under the 
Government Information and Communication Technologies in Schools Programme. Launched in 
1998, the website is managed by the National Centre for Technology in Education (NCTE, located at 
Dublin City University). Its current interface was launched in 2003 with design tweaks in September 
2009 (scoilnet.ie). Scoilnet contains a database of over 11 800 digital resources (theme pages, 
reviewed websites, quizzes, lesson plans, crosswords and other multimedia). The content of the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica Online and of Word Book Online was specifically authorized for educational 
use within the site Scoilnet. Curriculum focused, it acts as a support to teachers, students and 
parents. Scoilnet promotes actively the integration of Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICT) in teaching and learning. 

4. Methodology 

The type of study followed in this research fits the descriptive and comparative ones. The main 
institutional repositories of DER for primary and secondary levels of education in Portugal are 
characterized, the key dimensions that affect the quality are assessed and they are compared with 
other European repositories. To do this study it was required to previously identify the dimensions to 
be evaluated (Vilelas, 2009). 
 
With that purpose, the Guia para la Evaluación de Repositorios Institucionales de Investigación 
(GERII), published jointly by the Ministry of Science and Innovation of Spain and other organizations 
in the field of Education, Science and Technology, was adapted (Villar et al., 2010). The GERII 
includes a series of guidelines for the creation and evaluation of a repository. For that function it 
gathers together a set of 31 evaluation criteria, distributed over seven dimensions that any quality 
repository must meet and therefore it was considered an excellent base for our analysis. 
 
In the present study, we chose to make some adjustments to the evaluation model followed in GERII. 
Thus, we considered five of its seven dimensions and it was decided not to include the dimensions: 
Interoperability and Security, Authenticity and Integrity of Data because: i) since they are essentially 
technical dimensions, they do not fit in the methodology of data collection defined and ii) it is intended 
to perform an evaluation of the repositories only in the perspective of producer and user. 
 
In table 1, and according to the guide GERII, we present the criteria to be considered in any 
evaluation of the five dimensions considered in this study: 

Table 1: Dimensions to be evaluated 

Dimension Evaluation Criteria 

Visibility 
Visibility in the major search engines; existence of a standard name and a 
proper url; presence of incentives for participation and information on the 

mode of submission. 
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Dimension Evaluation Criteria 

Policies 
Disclosure of the mission, goals and function; information on who can submit, 

what can be submitted and in what formats; information on documents 
archive policies and preservation of content; forms of contact and support. 

Legal aspects Information on the intellectual property of DER present in the repository. 

Metadata 
Information on formats used; use of classifiers or definition of a policy of 

indexing content. 

Statistics 
Mechanisms to record access logs to the server and access, use and 

download of DER. 

The methodology of data collection was based on the analysis of the repositories websites. Thus, 
each repository was classified for each criterion of the five dimensions and the evaluation was made 
from the point of view of the producer and user of DER. 

5. Results 

The study results allowed a global assessment of the quality of the five repositories of DER for 
primary and secondary levels of education, from the perspective of the author and the user of DER 
and are presented in a comparative summary for each of the dimensions assessed. 
 
The following table 2 summarizes the Visibility dimension results. 

Table 2: Dimension: Visibility 

Advantages Limitations 

Excelent visibility in the search engines. 

Standardized name of repositories (except BOA, 
facilitating its identification). 

The website homepage of the Portuguese 
institutions makes no reference to the 

repository. 

Apropriated url. 

Incentives for participation in the repository. 

Clear information on how to submit RED. 

Lack of public disclosure in the case of BOA 
(limitations not applicable to Lektion). 

In this dimension, there aren’t significant differences between the Portuguese repositories and the foreign 
ones. 

In a search for repositories, by "denomination", in the three most used search engines (Google, Bing, 
Yahoo) (SEO, 2011), they all appear as the first result. The exception is Lektion that in Yahoo 
appeared in third place. 
 
The fact that the ME, FCG and INESC-ID homepages do not make reference, in their internal search 
engines, to their repositories, may lead the target audience to consider the repositories as not worthy. 
This may be evidence that the repositories are not central in the policies of the institutions that hold 
them. 
 
In all the analyzed repositories, information on how to submit resources is published and messages 
encouraging the participation and collaboration in them are promoted. It is noteworthy the dynamics of 
the repositories Lektion and Scoilnet which present a video explaining how to find a resource and/or 
how to make a submission. The Scoilnet repository also presents additional information on 10 ways to 
use Scoilnet. 
 
The main results of the dimension Policies are summarized in Table 3.  
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Table 3: Dimension: Policies 

Advantages Limitations 

The mission, goals and functions of the repository are present. 

It is established how users can upload the content, what kind of 
content is accepted and in what formats. 

There is a requirement to register in order to download a 
resource (Portal das Escolas and Scoilnet are 

exceptions1
). 

Several ways of contact and support are available. 

There isn’t established a policy of 
preserving content. 

Unlike the Portuguese, the Swedish and Irish repositories have a video demo of their features. 
1 

Navigation is not subject to registration but some features are only accessible to teachers who are registered users. 

It appears that institutions do not declare their commitment to make content available on an ongoing 
basis and to take measures for their preservation (as in the case of migration, for example) to ensure 
access to them and create and maintain file formats. This condition can contribute to the reduction in 
the confidence of authors, inhibiting their collaboration. This less favorable aspect occurred in the 
Portuguese repositories as well as in Lektion and Scoilnet. 
 
The Legal Aspects were compared and with regard to compliance with the fundamental requirements 
of authors’ rights guarantee, we present a summary in table 4. 

Table 4: Dimension: Legal Aspects 

Advantages Limitations 

Confirmation by the author during submission, that the material 
does not violate any intellectual property right (BOA is an 
exception and it was not possible to confirm in Scoilnet). 

Request for an authorization from the author that allows the 
distribution of content (not possible to confirm in Scoilnet). 

Existence of information on copyright like Creative Commons or 
any other. 

Not identified. 

Like Lektion, the Portuguese repositories adopt the Creative Commons philosophy in response to the 
protection of copyright. Scoilnet refers to Irish and European legislation, not materializing the type of license. 

The safeguard policy of intellectual property and copyright encourages the dissemination of ethically 
correct behaviour in the production and use of DER. 
 
The enormous amount of DER available in the repositories makes it important that they are described 
by metadata (table 5). These allow the recognition of the repositories both by humans and computers, 
so that they can be located by using different criteria. This is a capital issue since the resources will 
be of little use if they cannot be easily found. 

Table 5: Dimension: Metadata 

Advantages Limitations 

There are standard procedures for indexing DER (indication 
of the author, description, topic, subject, school grade, 

keywords, target audience, resource type or time). 
The metadata allow search by standard criteria. 

Metadata facilitate research of DER into the archives of the 
repository. 

Not identified. 

In this dimension, there were no significant differences between the Swedish and Portuguese repositories 
(couldn't be confirmed in Scoilnet). 

Upon uploading the authors are asked to categorize the resources through a series of standard 
criteria such as author, description, topic, subject, school grade, keyword or time, for example. 
Similarly, the repositories enable a search of DER by the same criteria. 
 
Finally, the dimension Statistics (table 6) is also important, both from the perspective of the user or 
from the author. 
 
When you use a repository, the statistics for a given DER, allow you to realize, for example, which 
resources were the most voted, information that can help you on the decision to download a particular 
resource, helping to give it visibility. From the author’s point of view, this knowledge will give him 
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feedback on the interest that his own DER created in the community of peers and will encourage him 
to produce and share more resources. Knowing the number of visitors to a repository helps the 
teacher/user to understand its importance and so he starts seeing it as a tool that he might consider 
using to facilitate his work and diversify his practices. The existence of various statistics relating to the 
access to the repository is also valuable to the institution that holds the repository, as it provides 
information on the dynamics of the repository which is very important to its management. 

Table 6: Dimension: Statistics 

Advantages Limitations 

They report on the number of available and/or published objects. 

They refer to the number of downloads and/or visits made. 

They indicate the number of visitors (Casa das Ciências and Portal 
das Escolas have several historical data). 

They present the latest, top rated, most popular and/or most visited 
DER. 

The authors that share more learning objects are highlighted (BOA). 

Not identified. 

In this dimension, there were no significant differences between repositories, although it was noted that 
Scoilnet does not indicate some of the items evaluated in this dimension; in addition, by not admitting the 

login, it did not allow the identification of possible limitations. 

6. Conclusions 

Repositories contribute to the opening of the classroom to the world. The DER online availability 
allows them to be accessed from anywhere, anytime and by anyone who has appropriate training and 
an Internet connection. 
 
The data presented in table 7, concerning the implementation of each one of the repositories 
evaluated in this study, as well as the discussion of the results, allowed us to answer to our initial 
research question: “How are the Portuguese institutional repositories, for primary and secondary 
education levels, positioned in what concerns international quality criteria?”. 

Table 7: Data on the implementation of the evaluated repositories 

 PORTUGAL SWEDEN IRELAND 

 
Portal das 
Escolas 

Casa das Ciências BOA Lektion Scoilnet 

Inhabitants 10 647 763
1 

9 354 462
2 

4 470 700
3
 

Teachers 115 680
4 

78 400
5
 55 052

6
 

Registered Users 83 000
7 

8 226
7 

326
7 

229 123
7
 4 000

7 

Published DER 2 620
7 

1 407
7 

168
7 

Not available 11 800
7 

Teachers/registered 
teachers 

1,4:1 
Not applicable for being a 

subject repository 355:1 
No possible 
evaluation 

14:1 

Registered 
teachers/published 

DER 
32:1 6:1 2:1 

No answer from 
request to 

Lektion 
1:3 

 
1
Estimate,

 
National Statistical Institute, February, 2011; 

2
2009, most recent census; 

3
estimate 

2010, CSO; 
4
GEPE, ME, 2009; 

5
2003; 

6
2007; 

7
Data repositories, May, 2011. 

The data shows that Portugal is, as far as population size and number of teachers is concerned, 
closer to Sweden than to Ireland. Although Ireland is the smallest country in terms of population and 
number of teachers, it has the highest number of published DER. The reasons for that might be: i) the 
fact that the repository is quite user-friendly, allowing the teacher to file his preferences in the tab My 
stuff, ii) it is possible to submit any resource without peer-review (the teacher is the sole responsible 
for the material he submits and he can leave it in the repository for as long as he wants or take it off 
when he wants) and iii) the age of the repository. 
 
The number of registered users in the Portuguese repositories is substantially smaller than in the two 
foreigner ones. This probably happens because of the youth of our repositories. However it is 
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noticeable that there has been an effort to keep increasing levels of quality since their creation. The 
ME Portal das Escolas requires the registration of teachers so that they can be certified in terms of 
ICT skills, which possibly explains the ratio 1,4:1. 
 
Taking into consideration the few limitations detected for the Portuguese repositories in the 
dimensions evaluated on the basis of GERII, it appears that the solution of some of them 
(unavailability of broadband and the lack of resources to invest in hardware and software, for 
example) does not depend directly from the institutions that control them and others (the institutions 
homepages that make no reference to their repositories or the lack of definition of a public policy of 
preserving data) can be easily minimized. 
 
The Portal das Escolas has recently launched (March 10

th
, 2011) an area of educational blogs and on 

May 30
th
, 2011 the Casa das Ciências launched a bank of images and the first scientific encyclopedia 

written in Portuguese: the WikiCiências with a collaborative basis and constantly quotable on the 
Internet. We should highlight the uniqueness of this repository which, being related to a subject, is 
totally different from any of the two European repositories analyzed. For the sustainability of DER 
repositories in Portugal it will be important to foster communities of practice of which the Casa das 
Ciências seems to be the most paradigmatic one. 
 
As a result of this comparative study, it was found that the foreign repositories meet certain 
requirements not found in the Portuguese ones. Thus, we present the following proposals for 
inclusion in the Portuguese repositories: 

̇ Video demonstration on the process of submitting a resource and/or all the repository functions; 

̇ Different tabs with information for parents and students; 

̇ Forum for sharing ideas among users; 

̇ Diversify the user generated content like blogs, wikis, twitter and podcasts in a logic of Web 2.0 
technology; 

̇ Engage in the provision of a web hosting service to all schools (in Portal das Escolas). This would 
enable schools to easily develop and host their website on a school’s broad band network and to 
assume as a repository that actively promotes the integration of ICT in teaching and learning, 
under the Portuguese PTE. 

Navigation in the five analyzed repositories could only be made in the language of the country of 
origin. It would be important to consider the development of interfaces, at least bilingual, in the 
language of the country of origin and in English. The same applies to metadata. We consider this to 
be a relevant step since in the European Union there are several projects of mobility of both teachers 
and students and exchange programmes between schools. This would also enable all teachers to 
access and adapt DER from other countries other than their own, thus creating a European network 
of repositories. 
 
The comparative study held, whose goal was to verify how the Portuguese institutional repositories, in 
lower and middle education, are positioned in what concerns international quality criteria, allowed us 
to conclude that the Portuguese repositories are facilitators of authors collaboration and general 
users’ access. They also contribute to promoting the pursuit of new practices in the classroom by 
teachers in primary and secondary schools in Portugal, as they make accessible DER with scientific 
and teaching quality. 
 
In short, it seems that the Portuguese experience, in spite of being a recent one, when compared with 
other European experiences, is on the right track to achieve educational innovation. Repositories 
focused on people, on the community of education stakeholders and on teaching practices will help to 
overcome individual and organizational inertia and other barriers, towards the success among its 
users. 
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